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Currently, the full process of rigging is an        

extremely involved process. Artists can spend hours on        

even simple models, with more complex undertakings       

lasting weeks to months to complete. Though there are         

many steps to this process, such as skinning, the UX          

designed seeks to create a tool that allows for         

plausible rigging skeletons to be quickly generated by        

even novice users.  

1 Introduction 
Rigging models for animations is     

typically a very time-consuming process. Models      

rigged traditionally can take anywhere from      

several hours to several months to a year or more          

to rig, depending on the size of the model and the           

application for its animation. Reducing the time it        

takes for users to create plausible rigging       

skeletons would allow the user to move on to         

other parts of the process, without wasting       

unnecessary time creating the skeleton. One valid       

approach to this problem is to create an        

application that would allow the user to easily        

and rapidly create a rigging skeleton for a        

specified input model. 

Pencil Rigger is our contribution to this       

problem. With Pencil Rigger, we aimed to create        

an application with a simple interface that would        

allow users to add joints to a mesh skeleton         

quickly and accurately. We utilize a new data        

structure designed to maintain the rig. We also        

implement several different operations (such as      

selection and joint addition) primarily using ray       

casting.  

 

 

1.1) Related Work 

There are not many papers that deal with        

the specific part of the process of rigging that is          

skeleton creation. We discuss a paper that served        

as motivation for Pencil Rigger, and an       

alternative method used for creating rigging      

skeletons.  

The idea for Pencil Rigger was spawned,       

at least in part, by a paper that dealt with quickly           

creating meshes with 2-D information. “Teddy”      

(Igarashi et al., 1999) is an application that        

utilizes several different mouse “gestures” to      

create plausible 3-D meshes from just a few        

mouse or stylus strokes. A user draws several        

lines on the screen, and Teddy uses their        

curvature information and an assumption that the       

user means to make a spherical object to        

extrapolate depth information and create a      

3-dimensional version of the drawing. These      

 



 
 

models, though they are not finely controlled by        

the artist, allow the artist to create plausible        

models in a very short amount of time (Igarashi et          

al., 1999). 

Skeletal extraction by mesh contraction     

(Au et al. 2008) presents an alternative approach        

to deriving suitable rigs for meshes easily. The        

algorithm presented therein starts off contracting      

the mesh along its normals. By keeping track of         

key mesh information they are able to ensure that         

the final contraction is an accurate 1D       

representation of the original mesh. Their last       

step, taking this contraction and changing it into a         

rig skeleton, is where similarities appear between       

this paper’s approach and the method presented       

here. Both need to reduce smooth rounded 1D or         

2D inputs into representations that do not have        

curves at all.  

Here we describe the successes and      

failures experienced during development. Some     

of the success and their technical inner workings        

will be detailed in the later chapters. These details         

include the input file structure created for this tool         

and used herein. The rendering algorithm that       

successfully implemented will be described as      

well. A mention of the work so far into the          

freeform stroke process algorithm is mentioned      

last in the pages below.  

2 Storing the Rig 

Rigging skeletons inherently contain    

many parent-child relationships between joints. A      

good example of this is found in the arm of a           

human model - rotating the right elbow also        

moves the right wrist and hand. Specifically, any        

operation done on a joint must also be performed         

on all of its children. This process is known as          

inverse kinematics. When choosing a data      

structure to store our joint structure, we needed to         

both preserve these parent-child relationships and      

ensure that the data structure works efficiently.       

We created three classes - a Rigger class, a Joint          

class, and a JointTree class - to address this. 

2.1) Rigger 

The rigger class is a wrapper class that        

handles all of the rendering for the JointTree. The         

class contains all of the VBOs for the joints, the          

ray tracing data structure, and the Joint Tree. It         

also contains functions that are involved in       

“sketching” new joints using mouse gestures,      

though this implementation has not yet been       

completed and currently are not used.  

2.2) Joint 
The Joint class is similar to many Node        

classes that one comes across. It holds the        

glm::vec3 position of the joint, its index in the         

JointTree, the index of its parent in the same         

JointTree, a vector of indices for its children, and         

a boolean for selection status. They hold all of the          

adjacency information that is needed to traverse       

the JointTree, and their positions and indices are        

written to the file when the rig is saved. These          
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joints are what the user places and selects when         

they interact with our program. 

Because the JointTree structure is an      

array of tree nodes, storing an index and storing a          

pointer to its parent are nearly equivalent: both        

provide constant access time, but for 64-bit       

operating systems an integer is typically 4 bits        

whereas a pointer is 8 bits (both are 4 for most           

32-bit systems). Additionally, There should not      

be a limit to how many joints can be connected to           

a parent, so for this reason indices of children are          

stored in a vector.  

2.3)  JointTree 

The JointTree is the primary data      

structure that is used to store the rig. At the basic           

level, it is an array of Joint objects, with an          

integer specifying the root of the tree. Because        

the Joints store information about the indices of        

their parents and children, the array functions as a         

tree structure. 

Allocating one large block of memory is       

faster for the system than allocating many       

 

Figure 1. Example of rigging structure on a 
human hand 

smaller blocks of memory, due to the overhead        

that comes along with memory allocation.      

Additionally, we found it to be more intuitive to         

load a file and save to a file with an array. For            

these two reasons, as well as constant access to         

any node in the tree, we decided to use an array to            

store the Joints over a more typical node-pointer        

structure. 

 3 Algorithms 

There are four central operations that a       

user may perform: selection, deselection, joint      

addition, and saving/loading for both the mesh       

and the rig structure. Of these, only deselection is         

trivial - iterate through the tree structure and        
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ensure that all joints are not selected. The other         

three are now explained in more detail. 

3.1) Picking 

A user needs to be able to select a joint so           

that he can connect subsequent joints with it and         

maintain the desired structure of the rig. Our        

selection algorithm consists of the following basic       

steps: 

1. Cast a ray under the mouse towards       

the mesh. 

2. Intersect each quad of the mesh with       

the ray. 

3. Keep track of the closest intersection      

of the mesh with the ray. 

4. Compute the distance between this     

point and every joint, and return the       

joint that is spatially closest to this       

intersection. 

We utilized this algorithm for several      

reasons. First is that it’s forgiving: the joints        

when rendered on screen can be very small, and it          

is faster for a user to click in its general vicinity           

than clicking on the joint directly. Secondly, it        

allows us to repurpose the ray casting code that is          

used elsewhere. That is not to say, however, that         

there are no drawbacks with this method.  

This algorithm potentially struggles when     

there is a large quantity of joints in a small area,           

and when there are joints that are not located on          

the surface of the mesh. We plan to address this          

in the future by allowing the user to cycle through          

spatially similar points.  

3.2) Adding joints 
The algorithm we use for adding joints is,        

in practice, very similar to selection. We again        

begin by casting a ray under the mouse and         

intersecting it with the mesh, but instead of        

selecting the closest intersection point, we select a        

combination of the closest and furthest      

intersection. If there is only one intersection       

between the mesh and the ray, we use that         

position for the new joint. If there are two or          

more, we use the midpoint between the closest        

and furthest intersections.  

Once we have selected a location for the        

new joint, there arises the problem of connecting        

it to the rest of the rig structure. Currently, we          

make this new joint a child of whatever joint is          

currently selected, if any - this allows the user to          

control the hierarchy of the rig (if no joint is          

selected, this new joint becomes another root       

node). The technical artists that create rigs often        

create them one “branch” at a time - for example:          

a human is often rigged limb by limb (a shoulder          

joint is added, then an elbow joint, then a wrist          

joint, and so on). We make this process easier by          

selecting the most recently added joint by default.        

With this convention, the user does not have to         

re-select their desired parent every time they add        

a joint. If the user decides to use a different parent           

joint, they can still easily select that joint and         

continue to rig. 
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3.3) Loading and Saving of Custom      
Rigs 

A rig structure that the user creates is of         

no use to anything unless it can be exported and          

used in another application. After searching for       

an ubiquitous file format for rigs to no avail, we          

created a custom file format, .rig, that we use to          

store the locations and topology of the skeleton.        

A user can save their work automatically to this         

file format, and load in rigs to any model via this           

format. The file structure can be found in figure         

########. Currently, the algorithm does not      

support the saving of rigs with multiple root        

nodes; this can be addressed in the future by         

specifying the children for every node in its own         

line in the file, though it does slightly increase the          

size of the file. 

 

Figure 2. Example of .rig file format. 

3.3) Parallel .obj 
Loading algorithm 

In an effort to reduce loading times for        

exceedingly large meshes, a method for loading       

modified .obj files in parallel, using a library        

called OpenMP was implemented. The central      

idea is to separate the work among multiple        

threads. Each thread would control a file pointer        

and read in vertices concurrently. To avoid of        

collisions when populating the mesh data      

structure, space in memory for vertex allocation is        

done before it is populated. Without this tweak,        

each thread would have to communicate to ensure        

that only one thread is pushing a new vertex at a           

time, slowing the algorithm considerably. Instead,      

threads can now freely add vertices to the        

structure by index. This removes “critical”      

pragma sections from the algorithm, drastically      

improving performance, and prevents data     

corruption that may be caused by adding a point         

while the structure is being reallocated.  

The overhead involved with    

parallelization, when combined with the     

underlying linear method of reading files from       

disk, is too significant for small meshes. The test         

models with approx. 25 thousand faces incur a        

significant performance hit. Furthermore,    

limitations of the parallel library we used force us         

to modify the .obj files from the standard, so our          

implementation is not extendable to most models. 
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Figure 3.  A front, back and side profile of the 
hand model. Here the rig is rendered to always 
be visible from any viewpoint. 

4 Results 

4.1) Features 
Pencil Rigger has only four working      

main controls: saving/loading a rig file, selecting       

a joint, deselecting all joints, and placing a joint.         

This simplicity of the controls is one of the         

strengths of Pencil Rigger: a user can pick it up          

and use it very easily. The stretch goal (with         

regards to the time constraints) was the draw        

mode. It was in this mode that freeform gestures         

would be translated into best plausible rig using a         

number of the already working controls      

mentioned previously. That algorithm is     

discussed in the challenges. 

All of the modes were tested using       

simple scenes. Completing the process of      

completely rigging the hand model, for example,       

was sufficient to require the use of all modes. As          

joints were laid in the model the parenting work         

properly as the root node was not the direct         

parent of every node. The selection tool was        

required to make a parent have multiple children. 

Only a handful of scenes were needed to        

sufficiently test the small feature set that we        

implemented. A detailed model of a hand and a         

detailed model of a human were more than        

sufficient to test the intersection of the ray at 0, 1           

and 2+ intersection points, and the hierarchy of        

joint addition.  

5 Challenges 

5.1) Picking and “Correct” joint 
placement 

When artists select a position to place a        

rig joint within the mesh, they do not have the          

control to specify the depth of the point in 3D          

space. At best they have control across the plane         

of the current camera’s image plane. For this        

application to maintain its ease of use, it had to be           

able to properly place joints in positions in 3D         

space that make sense and would not need much         

changing - or, at the very least, be consistent         

enough in its placement for the user to work         

around.  

This problem was solved using ray      

casting where a hit data structure keeps track of         

the closest and furthest intersections. The position       

of the new joint is then the average of these two.           

This implementation will be extended in the       

future to allow the user to select from a host of           
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values between the two values, giving the user        

more fine control. 

5.2) Rendering the mesh and joints 
together 

Rendering for this application had to      

make displaying the rig a priority. What this had         

to translate into is the rig always rendering on top. 

To achieve this effect the depth buffer       

had to be clear before the draw calls for the rig.           

This allows users to always see the rig from every          

orientation. 

5.3) Rigging with Freeform Gestures 

Here the challenge starts with rendering a       

2D UX using OpenGL. This is followed by        

computing a good rig from the final gestured        

stroke. 

The problem was held at the gesture       

rendering. The free-form gesture translation was      

planned to start by taking the edge two points of          

the stroke (start and end points) and creating, in         

memory, two corresponding joints. A line is       

computed between them and an extra joint is        

added wherever the stroke is furthest outside       

some threshold away from that computed line. A        

single joint is placed on either side of this         

computed line at these furthest points. This       

process is repeated until there are no more points         

from the stroke too far. This is then finalized as          

the rig and placed using the functions mentioned        

above. 

 

 

Figure 4. Visual illustration of gesturing 
algorithm 

Appendix A: Division 
of Work 

All times are approximate 
Tim:  

Picking algorithm (5 hours) 
Parallel File I/O (20 hours) 
Joint/JointTree Modifications (2 hours) 
Joint Addition/Selection (4 hours) 
Rig file format save/load (2 hours) 

Khabane:  
Joint (1 hours) 
JointTree (1 hours) 
Rigger (3 hours) 
Rendering (20 hours) 
Gesture alg. excl. rendering (7 hours) 
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